Save 94% of Periodical storage space with University Microfilms

Over 1500 Serial publications now available

These handy little boxes are providing adequate periodical reference service—while saving 94% of storage space—for many leading libraries. It is accomplished by following the suggestions in this two-part program.

1. Keep regular issues available for the first year or two—the period of greatest use. Then, get microfilms for enduring reference needs. It costs no more than binding the shelf worn periodicals—saves 94% of space.

2. Replace present backfile volumes with microfilms when the stack space they take is needed for better use. It costs much less than a building addition.

Many new titles have been added to UM availabilities in the last few months, making the service more comprehensive than ever. Write for the complete list of backfile and current volumes.

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, INC.
313 N. FIRST STREET, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
CURRENT CONTENTS SERVICES ARE
SPECIALY DESIGNED TO KEEP INDIVIDUAL
SCIENTISTS ABREAST OF NEW DEVELOPMENTS

CURRENT CONTENTS OF CHEMICAL, PHAR-
MACO-MEDICAL & LIFE SCIENCES is a com-
prehensive weekly service that lists the tables
of contents, most of them in advance, of more
than 600 primary scientific journals. With this
service, the scientist is given a unique, con-
venient method to scan the title pages of
journals of interest to him without physically
handling thousands of individual issues per
year. Spending about one hour per week, he
can easily check off articles of interest. CURRENT CONTENTS also provides, when
possible, author addresses so scientists can
write to colleagues for reprints. In addition,
Original Article Tear Sheets are available.

CURRENT CONTENTS OF SPACE & PHYSICAL
SCIENCES enables scientists to keep up with
new developments in such fields as missiles
and rockets, electronics, mathematics, com-
puters, physics, nuclear energy and instru-
mentation. This new weekly service compre-
hensively reports the contents of more than
500 primary journals—over 100,000 individual
articles per year. As a special bonus, all
basic chemical journals are covered in this
edition of CURRENT CONTENTS. Available
only to CURRENT CONTENTS subscribers is
our exclusive Original Article Tear Sheet serv-
ice, OATS supplies the principal ingredient in
the effective utilization of scientific informa-
tion—prompt and convenient access to origi-
nal documents. And cost of OATS is lower
than hard-to-read photocopies.

GRATIS REVIEW COPIES OF THE ABOVE
LISTED SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
33 SOUTH SEVENTEEN STREET PHILADELPHIA 3, PENNA.
Start the School Year With
New Apex Paperbound Reprints

God And Men
Herbert H. Farmer. This dynamic approach to the distinctive Christian teaching about God and his relationship to men provides thoughtful answers to some of modern man’s most perplexing problems. The substance of these chapters was delivered as Lyman Beecher Lectures at Yale. 208 pages. $1.25

Jeremiah
Elmer A. Leslie. “This book does much to blaze the way to transcendentally important truths taught by Jeremiah as they are unfolded.”—Virginia Kirkus. “A new, exact, and beautiful translation . . . it is a work for the general reader.”—Current Religious Thought 352 pages. $2.25

An Ancient Mariner
Bernard Martin. A biography of John Newton, who after an astonishing series of adventures, including being a slave, then a slave trader, was converted to Christianity. Under the influence of Whitefield and Wesley, he became a Christian minister who contributed to the abolition of the slave trade. Abridged. 240 pages. $1.25

Persecution
In the Early Church
Herbert Workman. A deeply moving record of the suffering of the early Christians for their faith. Though a vivid picture, it does not dwell unnecessarily on gory details. (This edition dispenses with the footnotes present in the original edition.) 160 pages. $1

Abingdon Press
Nashville 2, Tennessee

IN CANADA: G. R. Welch Company, Ltd., Toronto
IN AUSTRALASIA: Thomas C. Lothian, Melbourne